
Funds for agricultural Funds for agricultural 
science in Bulgaria science in Bulgaria ––

opportunities and opportunities and 
problemsproblems



�� Maritsa Vegetable Crops Research Institute Plovdiv Maritsa Vegetable Crops Research Institute Plovdiv 
is a scientific organization in the field of vegetable is a scientific organization in the field of vegetable 
crops. The scientific staff is composed by 26 crops. The scientific staff is composed by 26 
researchers, 20 of them held PhD degree, and 14 are researchers, 20 of them held PhD degree, and 14 are 
senior researchers. senior researchers. 

�� There are two main departments There are two main departments –– ““ Breeding, Breeding, 
variety maintenance and introductionvariety maintenance and introduction”” and and 
““ Technology for growingTechnology for growing”” ..

�� Due to successful PHARE project a Technology Due to successful PHARE project a Technology 
Transfer Office was established at the Institute in Transfer Office was established at the Institute in 
order to fill the gap between science and practice.order to fill the gap between science and practice.

��



ІІ. . Sources of fundingSources of funding

1.1. National BudgetNational Budget;;
2.2. Own incomesOwn incomes;;
3.3. Incomes from contracts for scientific servicesIncomes from contracts for scientific services;;
4.4. Incomes from State Fund AgricultureIncomes from State Fund Agriculture;;
5.5. Incomes from national contracts with Bulgarian Science Incomes from national contracts with Bulgarian Science 

Fund, Ministry of education, youth and science, Ministry Fund, Ministry of education, youth and science, Ministry 
of economy and energy, etc.of economy and energy, etc.;;

6.6. Incomes from international programsIncomes from international programs..
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Бюджет Международни програми Проекти на МОНМ

2010 г.

During 2010 the Institute’s budget was formed by the 
following sources:

- 62,58%from national budget, including own 
incomes;

- 31,02% from international projects;
- 6,40% from national projects.
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Бюджет Международни програми Проекти на МОНМ

2011 г.

During 2011 the Institute’s budget was formed by the 
following sources:

- 56,17% from national budget, including own 
incomes;

- 24,27% from international projects;
- 19,56% from national projects.

It is obvious that the share of different financial sources in 
variable during the years, but the significant part of the 
funding is due to the national and international projects.



1. 1. National Budget National Budget 

�� Funds, obtained from national budget, are mainly Funds, obtained from national budget, are mainly 
for salaries and overheads costsfor salaries and overheads costs..

�� The remaining funds for direct costs assigned for The remaining funds for direct costs assigned for 
scientific investigations, are scientific investigations, are negligible. negligible. 

�� During the last years funds for capital expenditure During the last years funds for capital expenditure 
are missing. are missing. 

�� The consequence is outdated facilities which The consequence is outdated facilities which 
influences on the level and quality of research influences on the level and quality of research 
outputs.outputs.. . 



2. 2. Own incomes Own incomes 

Own incomes are generated from:Own incomes are generated from:
�� the sale of licenses for seed production,the sale of licenses for seed production,
�� sales of seeds,sales of seeds,
�� other produces and from services to external other produces and from services to external 

customers,customers,
�� rents rents 
According to the Budget Law of the Republic of According to the Budget Law of the Republic of 

Bulgaria these incomes are centralized and cannot Bulgaria these incomes are centralized and cannot 
be used appropriately for expenditures concerning be used appropriately for expenditures concerning 
scientific investigations. Their return to the scientific investigations. Their return to the 
institute is usually delayed in time, if ever return. institute is usually delayed in time, if ever return. 
This is an additional challenge for implementation This is an additional challenge for implementation 
of scientific programs.of scientific programs.



3. 3. Incomes from contracts for scientific Incomes from contracts for scientific 
services services 

�� The problem here is the same as with the own incomes. The problem here is the same as with the own incomes. 

�� These incomes are also centralized and their return is These incomes are also centralized and their return is 
questionable. In this way the units and laboratories, questionable. In this way the units and laboratories, 
appointed to fulfill the contracted engagements, are not able appointed to fulfill the contracted engagements, are not able 
to obtain the necessary consumables and equipments.to obtain the necessary consumables and equipments.

�� These incomes should remain These incomes should remain 100%100% in the laboratories and to in the laboratories and to 
be used for consumables, upgrading the equipment and for be used for consumables, upgrading the equipment and for 
personal costs. personal costs. 

�� In this case the obligation for planned capital expenditure In this case the obligation for planned capital expenditure 
must be avoided.must be avoided.



4. 4. Incomes from State Fund Agriculture Incomes from State Fund Agriculture 

�� These incomes are coming from European subsidies and These incomes are coming from European subsidies and 
national conational co--financing. financing. 

�� They are allocated for certain expenditures.They are allocated for certain expenditures.

�� The strict requirements by the European institutions ensure The strict requirements by the European institutions ensure 
their obtaining on time, although they are also centralized.their obtaining on time, although they are also centralized.



5. 5. Incomes from national contracts with Incomes from national contracts with 
Bulgarian Science Fund, Ministry of Bulgarian Science Fund, Ministry of 

education, youth and science, Ministry of education, youth and science, Ministry of 
economy and energy, etc. economy and energy, etc. 

�� These are the most frequent and basic sources for financing the These are the most frequent and basic sources for financing the 
research programsresearch programs. . 

�� The problems here are the largest and the most intractable. The problems here are the largest and the most intractable. 

�� Although these grants are reported financially to other Although these grants are reported financially to other 
organizations they must be also centralized. organizations they must be also centralized. 

�� The Institute must notify the Agriculture Academy for the The Institute must notify the Agriculture Academy for the 
obtained grant. obtained grant. 

�� The return of the grant to the Institute is associated with the The return of the grant to the Institute is associated with the 
procedure for budget adjustment. procedure for budget adjustment. 



�� These procedures are quite long and take months to These procedures are quite long and take months to 
be solved in order to return the subsidies back to the be solved in order to return the subsidies back to the 
institutes. This hamper the fulfillment of projectinstitutes. This hamper the fulfillment of project’’ s s 
activities.activities.

�� Quite often the incomes, due to all these procedures, Quite often the incomes, due to all these procedures, 
were received late in the year (October or were received late in the year (October or 
November).November).

�� According to the law they are supposed to be spent According to the law they are supposed to be spent 
up to the end of the year (mid of December). But the up to the end of the year (mid of December). But the 
project reporting period does not match the project reporting period does not match the 
calendar year.calendar year.



�� There is a lack of escrow account that does not reset at the There is a lack of escrow account that does not reset at the 
end of the year. The absence of such account imposes end of the year. The absence of such account imposes 
sometimes performances of irregularities .sometimes performances of irregularities .

�� The return of the grant to the budget does notThe return of the grant to the budget does notguarantee to guarantee to 
have them back in the next year. have them back in the next year. 

�� It is also possible to ask Ministry of Education to transfer theIt is also possible to ask Ministry of Education to transfer the
grant in the next calendar year but this option is also grant in the next calendar year but this option is also 
questionable. questionable. 



What has happen sometimes in reality:What has happen sometimes in reality:

�� the centralized to the Ministry of agriculture projectthe centralized to the Ministry of agriculture project’’ s s 
funds never return to the responsible Institute due to funds never return to the responsible Institute due to 
following reasonsfollowing reasons::

�� The budget of Agricultural Academy was not adjusted on The budget of Agricultural Academy was not adjusted on 
timetime; ; 

�� Agricultural Academy spent the money for other Agricultural Academy spent the money for other 
payments.  payments.  

The consequence is that this money never came back to the The consequence is that this money never came back to the 
Institute; the working programs remained Institute; the working programs remained unexecutedunexecuted
and the financial reports were unaccounted! And there is and the financial reports were unaccounted! And there is 
nobody to be blamed!nobody to be blamed!



66.. Incomes from international programsIncomes from international programs

�� These incomes as foreign currency come from Frame Programs of These incomes as foreign currency come from Frame Programs of 
European Commission and International Atomic Energy Agency European Commission and International Atomic Energy Agency 
(IAEA)(IAEA) ;;

�� These subsidies are not supposed to be centralized, their bank These subsidies are not supposed to be centralized, their bank 
accounts are separate and do not reset at the end of the yearaccounts are separate and do not reset at the end of the year; ; 

�� As a consequence the working programs of these contracts are As a consequence the working programs of these contracts are 
fulfilled smoothly and on timefulfilled smoothly and on time; ; 

�� These incomes are the most significant ones allowing purchase ofThese incomes are the most significant ones allowing purchase of
advanced apparatus, facilities and upgrading the proficiency of advanced apparatus, facilities and upgrading the proficiency of 
scientific personnelscientific personnel..; ; 

�� Thanks to these contracts most of laboratories were modernized Thanks to these contracts most of laboratories were modernized 
which significantly increase the quality and level of investigatwhich significantly increase the quality and level of investigations. ions. 



�� Now our scientific staff is welcome partner in Now our scientific staff is welcome partner in 
international projects and teamsinternational projects and teams;;

�� There is one big problem, concerning these There is one big problem, concerning these 
incomesincomes;;

�� According to EC requirements the VAT According to EC requirements the VAT 
expenditures are not eligible but according to our expenditures are not eligible but according to our 
law law –– if the expenditures are for scientific if the expenditures are for scientific 
investigations VAT does not refundinvestigations VAT does not refund; ; 

�� Having in mind the size of the incomes, VAT size is Having in mind the size of the incomes, VAT size is 
significant and it is impossible to be covered by the significant and it is impossible to be covered by the 
InstituteInstitute ..



ІІІІ. . Ways for solving the Ways for solving the 
problemsproblems



�� 100% 100% refund of own incomes in a short timerefund of own incomes in a short time;;

�� Incomes from contracts for scientific services Incomes from contracts for scientific services to be to be 
directed to the appointed laboratories for purchase directed to the appointed laboratories for purchase 
of consumables and facilities of consumables and facilities ((without preliminary without preliminary 
planningplanning));;

�� The grants from other Bulgarian sources, outside The grants from other Bulgarian sources, outside 
Agricultural Academy, are not supposed to be Agricultural Academy, are not supposed to be 
centralized, similar to the subsidies from foreign centralized, similar to the subsidies from foreign 
contractscontracts;;



�� An escrow account to be opened at Agricultural An escrow account to be opened at Agricultural 
Academy which does not reset at the end of the Academy which does not reset at the end of the 
year. year. 

�� This account is supposed to gather the incomes This account is supposed to gather the incomes 
from contracts with National Science Fund etc. from contracts with National Science Fund etc. 
The required sum, foreseen in the projectThe required sum, foreseen in the project’’ s s 
financial program, has to be sent to the financial program, has to be sent to the 
responsible institute on time in accordance with responsible institute on time in accordance with 
the schedule of the working programthe schedule of the working program

�� VAT problem in international contracts to be VAT problem in international contracts to be 
solved: either by increasing the budget of related solved: either by increasing the budget of related 
institute or by coinstitute or by co--financing of such contractsfinancing of such contracts




